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spain or the kingdom of spain is a country located in southwestern europe with parts of its territory in the atlantic ocean the mediterranean sea and
africa it is the largest country in southern europe and the fourth most populous european union member state
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Feb 28 2024

spain country located in extreme southwestern europe it occupies about 85 percent of the iberian peninsula which it shares with its smaller neighbor
portugal spain is a storied country of stone castles snowcapped mountains vast monuments and sophisticated cities
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the history of spain dates to contact between the pre roman peoples of the mediterranean coast of the iberian peninsula made with the greeks and
phoenicians during classical antiquity the peninsula was the site of multiple successive colonizations of greeks carthaginians and romans native peoples
of the peninsula such as the tartessos
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spain officially kingdom of spain country southwestern europe one of europe s largest countries it is located on the iberian peninsula and also includes the
balearic and canary islands area 195 361 sq mi 505 983 sq km population 2023 est 48 736 000
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background spain s powerful world empire of the 16th and 17th centuries ultimately yielded command of the seas to england subsequent failure to
embrace the mercantile and industrial revolutions caused the country to fall behind britain france and germany in economic and political power
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history of spain pre roman spain prehistory atapuerca cave in atapuerca northern spain human fossils in spain belong to modern humans homo sapiens the
neanderthals h neanderthalensis and even earlier members of the human lineage possibly h erectus or h heidelbergensis
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